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Do you know salinity constitutes 96 percent of water available on the surface of the earth? This is
the reason why water is hard or has high level of total dissolved solids (TDS) in most of the regions.
And it is only use of an RO water filter that can assure purification effectiveness. If you drink water
directly without purification, you may fall victim to any of the 80% of the existing diseases that are
water borne. Why take health risks when solutions are there in front of you. Get an RO water filter if
you are recommended to use one, i.e. if water in your area is hard or has high level of TDS. You
can well bank upon the Eureka Forbes water purifier. This is the company trusted in India by over 8
million users and the count is only increasing by the day.

Do you know that Eureka Forbes water purifier has been awarded time and again for contributing a
healthier world? Yes, Eureka Forbes has in its kitty countless awards and has been recognized
nationally and internationally. The recent awards that Eureka Forbes has been awarded for its water
filter series are 5 Prestigious UNESCO Water Digest Awards for the year 2010-11. Eureka Forbes
water purifier is available under two brands. One is AquaSure. The AquaSure water purifier series is
available at all leading consumer durable, home appliance and modern organized retail outlets. If
you want to buy a Eureka Forbes RO water filter under the AquaSure category, you have three
options to choose from - AquaSure Spring fresh DX, AquaSure Elegant RO, and AquaSure Nano
RO. Each of the aforesaid Eureka Forbes RO system is considered the best by users themselves.
This is evident by reviews and blog posts published on web. Users speak volume not only for the
advanced technology incorporated, superlative quality and purification effectiveness but also for the
excellent after sales service support provided. Hence, there are enough reasons why you should opt
buying a Eureka Forbes RO water filter.

You will no doubt come across numerous other brands of RO water filter in the market that promise
to be the best. But what matters is the effectiveness in purification. What is distinctive in the
AquaSure water purifier cannot be found in other brands of purifiers. Eureka Forbes is the only
water filter brand that is dominant in the Indian market and has maintained its rapport for years
together. Had it not been trusted, there would not have been over 8 million users in its kitty.

The RO AquaSure water purifier requires very less maintenance. Of course you will have to change
the RO membrane and the other filter cartridges in the right time to continuously get pure water from
the faucets. Worry not about after sales service support for your AquaSure water purifier. Eureka
Forbes provides prompt service support always. The company never leaves any scope for
grievance. Get your Eureka Forbes RO water filter and enjoy a healthy life ahead.
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